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Abstract— Recently, sparse representation has emerged as a powerful technique for solving various image restoration
applications. In this paper, we investigate the application of sparse representation on single-image super-resolution
problems. Super Resolution Image Reconstruction produces High Resolution images from one or more Low
Resolution images. Sparse Representation technique obtain sparse coefficient of low resolution images and use these
sparse coefficient in low resolution space to construct the high resolution image. For effectiveness, two dictionaries
for low resolution & high resolution can be constructed and used to reconstruct the high resolution image. Hence
Larger Dictionary increases execution time and decreases PSNR value. The Time complexity is increased due to
searching for image patches and processing dictionary. Proposed work uses K-SVD for creating precise dictionary
and Matching Pursuit algorithm for searching best image patches from dictionary. The Lloyd’s algorithm is used to
compress the Dictionary to reduce Time Complexity. The Arithmetic coding is used to encode mean value, index value
and atom number of image patches. The Proposed system improves the image quality and reduces time and PSNR.
Keywords — Super Resolution, Image Reconstruction, Sparse Representation, Dictionary Learning, Compression, KSVD, PSNR, MSE.
I. INTRODUCTION
SUPER-RESOLUTION (SR) image reconstruction is currently a very active area of research, as it overcomes some of
the inherent resolution limitations of low-cost imaging sensors (e.g., cell phone or surveillance cameras) allowing better
utilization of the growing capability of high-resolution displays (e.g., high-definition LCDs). Super-resolution (SR)
image reconstruction is the process of recovering a high-resolution (HR) image from a single or a set of LR images. Such
resolution- enhancing technology may also prove to be essential in medical imaging and satellite imaging where
diagnosis or analysis from low-quality images can be extremely difficult. The essential difference between single-frame
and multi-frame SR image reconstruction is that new high frequency information can also be recovered from different
frames. Though multi-frame SR image reconstruction is theoretically more promising than single frame SR image
reconstruction, it suffers many difficulties in real applications, such as sub-pixel image registration and the increase of
computational complexity as frame number increases. On the other hand, many researchers have shown that for some
real SR applications (e.g., face SR reconstruction), single-frame SR image reconstruction is as effective as multi-frame
SR image reconstruction when proper image prior is incorporated. However, the performance of these reconstructionbased SR algorithms degrades rapidly when the desired magnification factor is large or the number of available input
images is small. In this paper, we focus on single image SR image reconstruction.
In SR image reconstruction, the LR image can be modeled as a noisy, uniformly down-sampled version of the HR image
which has been shifted and blurred, or more formally
Y WZ n
(1)
Where Y is the observed LR image, Z is the original HR image, n is the additive noise, and W is a degradation matrix
representing the geometric shift, blur, and down-sampling operator which operates on Z to yield Y.
The recently emerged idea of compressive sensing theory provides a different approach in solving single-frame SR
problems, exploiting sparsity as a prior. [11] Proposes to train two dictionaries for the LR and HR image patches jointly
and use the coefficients of sparse representation of LR image patch to generate the corresponding HR image patch. [11]
utilizes the contextual information of local patches to enhance the performance of single-frame SR image reconstruction.
Nevertheless, these methods [11] try to learn a universal and over-complete dictionary to represent various image
structures and the resulting highly redundant dictionary tends to cause unstable sparse decomposition of image patches or
visual artifacts in image patch reconstruction. In [11], proposed to learn different sets of dictionaries from a precollected
image database and chose the best set of bases for each HR image patch. However, coding the HR image patch before
reconstruction is unreliable. On the other hand, their methods use only a single dictionary for both LR and HR image
patches, and it is quite impossible to acquire a dictionary that trained from the original HR image patches to be the best
one for LR image patches or vice-versa when the magnification factor is relatively large.
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The Sparse Representation technique requires the formation of dictionaries for better SR Reconstruction. Hence the
precise dictionaries for LR & HR image patches should be constructed for better results. For precise dictionaries
importance is embodied into two aspects. On one hand, the dictionary should correctly reflect the content of the images;
on the other hand, the dictionary is large enough that the given image can be represented sparsely. The content of the
general images are so rich that there is no proper dictionary under which the given image can be represented sparsely;
even if there is one, the size of the dictionary may be too large to be computed effectively. For example, the deformation,
rotation, translation and the noise all can make the dictionary become too large. Therefore, sparse representation should
be employed in special image compression field in which there are no above shortcomings.
In this paper, we propose novel approach for compressing the representation to overcome the existing limitations.
II. SPARSITY-BASED SR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
Classic image priors, such as total variation prior and gradient prior are effective in removing noise artifacts but tend to
over smooth the image boundaries. As an alternative, the sparsity-based prior has led to encouraging results for various
image restoration problems in recent years. The goal of sparse representation is to represent input vectors approximately
as a weighted linear combination of a small number of (unknown) “basis vectors.” These basis vectors thus capture highlevel patterns in the input data. In this paper, two dictionaries, namely Ψh and Ψl , are trained for the HR and LR image
patches, respectively. Given any original HR image patch z and the observed LR image patch y, the sparse representation
model assumes that
z≈Ψα&y≈Ψα


(2)
where α is the coefficient vector of sparse representation with most entries are zero or close to zero. In the scenario of
image SR reconstruction, what we observe is the LR image patch y of the original HR image patch z via (1). To recover z
form y, first y must be sparsely coded with respect to Ψl by solving the following optimization problem
𝜶 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐢𝐧𝜶 𝒚 − 𝚿𝐥𝜶 𝟐𝟐 + 𝝀 𝛂 𝟎
(3)
Where is a small constant denotes the regularization parameter, and ||α ||0 is a pseudo norm that counts the number of
non-zero entries in α. Fortunately, if the sparse coding α is sparse enough, the solution of the l0-minimization problem
(4) is equal to the solution to the following l1- minimization problem.
𝜶 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐢𝐧𝜶 𝒚 − 𝚿𝐥𝜶 𝟐𝟐 + 𝝀 𝛂 𝟏
(4)
III. DICTIONARY TRAINING
A critical issue in sparse representation is the choice of dictionary and many techniques have been proposed so far to
learn over-complete dictionary from collected image databases. Given a set of training examples P={p1, p2,…ps}, to
find an over-complete dictionary Ψ , we use the following formulation
𝚿 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐢𝐧𝚿,𝚲 𝐏 − 𝚿𝚲 𝟐𝟐 + 𝛆 𝚲 𝟏
(5)
Though (5) is not convex with respect to both Ψ and Λ , but is convex with either one of them if the other one is fixed.
Thus optimization can perform over Ψ and Λ alternatively to get the trained dictionary Ψ. Since we need two
dictionaries, namely Ψh and Ψl , for the HR and LR image patches, respectively. The individual training formulations for
these two dictionaries are
𝚿𝐡 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐢𝐧𝚿𝐡,𝚲 𝐏𝐡 − 𝚿𝐡 𝚲 𝟐𝟐 + 𝛆 𝚲 𝟏
(6)
and
𝚿𝐥 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐢𝐧𝚿𝐥 ,𝚲 𝐏𝐥 − 𝚿𝐥 𝚲 𝟐𝟐 + 𝛆 𝚲 𝟏
(7)
It is a training method called K-SVD. The dictionary is obtained by iteratively solving an optimization problem (3). Y is
consisted of the training patches, 𝚿 is the dictionary. In the sparse solving stage, we compute the coefficients matrix X
using Matching Pursuit method, which guarantees that the coefficient vector Xi has no more than T non-zero elements.
The matching pursuit method is a sparse approximation technique which finds the best matching patch for SR
reconstruction. After finding matching patch from dictionary the sparse coefficient is obtained to recover HR image
patch. Then, update each dictionary element based on the singular value decomposition (SVD).
𝐦𝐢𝐧𝑨,𝑿 𝒀 − 𝑨𝑿 𝟐𝑭
s.t. ∀𝒊, 𝑿𝒊 𝟎 < 𝐓
(8)
IV. COMPRESSION OF A GIVEN IMAGE
Given a new image, slice it into square patches which have the same size with the training patches. The size of the
patches has a direct impact on the compression efficiency. The algorithm becomes more efficient as the size increases.
However, the computation complexity and the size of the dictionary also increase rapidly. The proper size should be
chosen. In addition, to make the patches fit the dictionary better, the mean of each patch needs to be calculated and
subtracted from the patch. After that, compute the sparse representation for each patch by solving the l0 problem. Those
coefficients whose absolute values are less than a given threshold are treated as zero. For each patch, four kinds of
information need to be recorded. They are the mean value, the number about how many atoms to use, the coefficients and
their locations. The tests show that many image patches require few coefficients. Consequently, compared with the use of
a fixed number of coefficients, the method reduces the coding complexity and improves the compression ratio.
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V. CODING AND QUANTIZATION
Entropy coding of the atom number of each patch, the mean value of each patch, the coefficients and the indexes is
carried out by static arithmetic coders. The atom number of each patch is separately coded. The mean value of each patch
is also separately coded. The quantization of coefficients is performed using the Lloyd algorithm, learnt off-line from the
coefficients which are obtained from the training set by the MP algorithm over the dictionary. The first coefficient of
each block is quantized with a larger number of bits than other coefficients and entropy-coded using a separate arithmetic
coder. The model for the indexes is estimated by using the source statistics obtained off-line from the training set. The
first index and other indexes are coded by the same arithmetic encoder. First coefficient is quantized with 6 bits and other
coefficients are quantized with 4 bits.
VI. HR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
Given the optimal solution α to (4), the corresponding HR image patch z is simply obtained by Ψhα.
After calculating all the HR image patches, a complete HR image Z0 can be constructed by concatenating all these HR
image patches. Nevertheless, the produced HR image Z0 so far may not satisfy the SR image reconstruction model (1)
exactly. In order to guarantee that the final reconstructed HR image satisfies the model (1), we simply project Z0 onto the
solution space.
𝐙 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐢𝐧𝐳 𝐘 − 𝐖𝐙 𝟐𝟐 + 𝛆 𝐙 − 𝐙𝟎 𝟐𝟐
(9)
The optimal solution to (9) is taken as the final target HR image.
VII. ALGORITHM
Given sampled training image patch pairs {z,y} & an observed LR image Y, to get super resolution image Z, the
complete scheme of SR image reconstruction based on sparse representation with joint dictionary training and
compression is summarized as follows:
1. Apply K-means algorithm to partition the training patch pairs {x,y} into k clusters & calculate the centroid of each
cluster.
2. For each cluster, solve the optimization problem in (3) to get subdictionaries ΨhK and ΨlK .
3. For each LR image patch,
 Determine the best approximation from dictionaries by applying matching pursuit using (8).
 Fine the optimal sparse code by (4).
 The coefficients with lower absolute value than given threshold are treated as zero. Record the remaining
coefficients & their locations.
 Encode the atom number of each patch, the mean value of each patch & indexes, quantization & encode the
coefficients.
 Reconstruct the corresponding HR patch.
4.
5.

Merge all the HR patches got in previous step to form an original estimate of the target HR image Z 0.
Use (9), find the closest image to Z0 which satisfies the HR model.

VII. CONCLUSION
Super Resolution Image Reconstruction technique is used for recovering HR image from LR images. Sparse
Representation technique gives best results of image reconstruction. The Sparse Representation technique employs two
dictionaries of image patches for reconstruction. The existing method finds the sparse coefficient of LR images and use
dictionaries of HR & LR patches for reconstructing SR image. But these dictionaries are larger in size which requires
more computation and have increased time complexity. To eliminate the limitation Image Compression is employed. The
image compression further comprises three algorithms as: Matching Pursuit which is sparse approximation to find best
match patch from dictionaries generated using K-SVD, Lloyd’s which compress the patch to reduce the size of dictionary
and Arithmetic coding encodes the mean values, atom number and index value for reconstruction. The size of Dictionary
reduced to [100 81] from [150 91] and hence time required for searching dictionary and computation both decreased.
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Figure 1: Comparison of SR reconstruction of Flower. From left to right: Original image, the method in [6]
(PSNR=26.9713, MSE=130.6017), and the proposed method (PSNR=34.2507, MSE=77.2696)

Figure 2 Comparison of SR reconstruction of Grapes. From left to right: Original image, the method in [6]
(PSNR=25.8194, MSE=170.2708), and the proposed method (PSNR=31.3080, MSE=152.1512)

Figure 3 Comparison of SR reconstruction of Tree. From left to right: Original image, the method in [6] (PSNR=24.4876,
MSE=231.3752), and the proposed method (PSNR=30.0067, MSE=205.3114)
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